Social Mobilizer
Number: 1
Duty Station:
Barahatal Rural Municipality - 1

Minimum Requirements:
- +2 or equivalent in humanities, management or any other sector
- At least 2 years' experience in coordination and facilitation with public sectors (Government, Schools and Health Care Institutions).
- Good knowledge on Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) and Public Health.
- Able to deliver orientation, training and conduct meetings and mass awareness programs
- Willingness to work in remote and rural areas of Surkhet District
- Ability to communicate and write reports in English or/and Nepali language
- Excellent in community coordination and mobilization skills

Duties and Responsibilities
- Facilitate WASH Facilities Improvement Tools (FIT) with relevant stakeholders in Health Care Institutions.
- Facilitate to develop and implement School WASH Improvement Plans in Schools.
- Dissemination of relevant information to the appropriate stakeholders
- Support advocacy/awareness rising on SRHR and menstrual hygiene management.
- Organize and facilitate meetings, orientations, workshops, trainings as planned
- Maintain good documentation and reporting on information, photos related to the project
- Prepare case/success stories as per the need
- Support in collection of disaggregated data and perform other duties as anticipated.

Duration: Contract period of 6 months

How to apply:
Interested candidates can apply their application with updated Curriculum Vitae (CV) copy of Citizenship Card and recent passport sized photo at WASH SDG Project/ENPHO field office, Ganeshpur, Chhinchu or at WASH SDG Project/ENPHO field office at Baddichour, Barahatal Rural Municipality or send the application at vacancy@enpho.org, till 30August 2021.

Only short listed candidates will be contacted for interview. The candidates having driving license will be given preference.